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Enrichment of de novo mutations in non SNP sites
in autism spectrum disorders and an empirical test

of the neutral DNA model

Ye Zhang and Shi Huang
∗

The genetic basis of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) remains
better understood and might concern only a small fraction of the
genome if the neutral theory were true. We here analyzed published
de novo mutations (DNMs) in ASD and controls. We found that
DNMs in normal subjects occurred at positions bearing SNPs at
least 3.45 fold more frequent than expected from the neutral theory,
whereas DNMs in ASD were less frequent relative to those in con-
trols, especially so for common SNPs with minor allele frequency
>0.01. Among sites bearing both SNPs and DNMs, DNMs in con-
trols occurred significantly more frequent than DNMs in ASD at
reference allele sites bearing C or G nucleotides, indicating deple-
tion of ASD associated DNMs in known regions of hypermutability
or less functional constraints such as CpG sites. We also analyzed
the nucleotide compositions of DNMs and the parity (1:1 ratio)
of pyrimidines and purines. We found that DNMs in ASD showed
overall lower AT content than that in controls. Parity violations
and AT bias in DNMs occurred at expected frequency based on
chance in both ASD and controls. These results show enrichment
of DNMs at positions bearing SNP sites and C or G sites in normal
subjects and less so in ASD, which is not expected from the neutral
model, and indicate that DNMs are on average more deleterious in
ASD than in controls.
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1. Introduction

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) is a common disease today with a preva-
lence of 14.6 per 1,000 (one in 68) children aged 8 years in the United States
at 2012 [1]. It is four times more common in males than in females [2, 3].
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Twin and family studies show that siblings of children with ASD are at a
significant higher risk for autism than the general population [4, 5, 6]. ASD
remains poorly understood but may have a strong genetic component with a
heritability of 40–80% [7, 8, 9, 10]. ASD are genetically highly heterogeneous,
with no single gene accounting for more than 1% of cases [11].

Recent work has shown a substantial contribution of de novo varia-
tions [12, 13, 14, 15]. Probands of ASD, relative to unaffected siblings, have
been found to more likely carry multiple coding and noncoding DNMs in
different genes, which are enriched for expression in striatal neurons [16].
Genome-wide association studies have revealed few replicable common poly-
morphisms associated with ASD [17, 18, 19, 20]. Common genetic variants
are individually of little effect but acting additively may be a major source of
risk for autism [21]. Assortative mating may play a role in bringing about en-
richment of ASD alleles in an affected child [22]. Consistent with the notion
of collective and additive effects of common variants, recent studies indicate
a role for genome wide minor allele content (MAC) of an individual in a
variety of complex traits and diseases [23, 24, 25, 26]. The more the number
of minor alleles of common SNPs in an individual, the higher the risk in
general for many complex diseases such as type 2 diabetes, schizophrenia,
and Parkinson’s disease [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Such findings indicate an
optimum level of genetic variations that an individual can tolerate [29, 30].

Nucleotide positions of common SNPs found in normal populations such
as in the 1000 genomes cohort are presumably less conserved than those re-
gions of genome that are deficient in SNPs. The neutral theory has served as
the theoretical foundation for the inference that most of the human genome
(∼90%) are freely changeable or selectively neutral [31]. However, it remains
to be empirically verified whether the SNP depleted regions of the genome
can freely tolerate DNMs as expected from such inference. The neutral the-
ory is widely thought to have failed to explain the genetic diversity riddle
and other major evolutionary phenomenon [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. While a small
fraction of DNMs in ASD have been found to be enriched in deleterious mu-
tations relative to those in normal subjects [16], it remains unknown whether
the rest or most of DNMs are also deleterious or occur more often in the
genomic regions deficient in SNPs or are overall different from DNMs in
controls.

In this study, we investigated whether DNMs in ASD are more enriched
in the SNP deficient sites relative to those in normal subjects and whether
DNMs in normal subjects may show preference for positions bearing the
common SNPs. We also studied nucleotide composition patterns in DNMs
in ASDs in terms of AT content (human genome is known to be ∼58% AT)
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and Chargaff’s Parity Rule 1 and 2 (the 1:1 ratio of pyrimidines and purines)
[37, 38]. We found that DNMs in ASDs were more enriched in positions
deficient in common SNPs relative to those in controls and that DNMs in
normal individuals occurred more often in the common SNP sites. DNMs in
ASD showed lower AT content but normal parity patterns. The results do
not support the inference of 90% non-constrained genome as inferred from
the neutral model.

2. Results

2.1. DNMs were enriched in sites of common SNPs and less so
in ASD

Wemade use of the DNM database NPdenov [39] to study the genomic muta-
tion patterns in ASD (http://www.wzgenomics.cn/NPdenovo/). We focused
on SNVs and studied 50281 DNMs in control subjects and 28376 DNMs in
ASD that were discovered by whole genome sequencing. We matched the po-
sitions of these DNMs with those bearing SNPs detected in the 1000 genomes
project (1KGP) phase 3 dataset [40]. The fraction of DNM sites matching
the SNP sites of 1KGP (total SNPs numbers 81,377,202) in ASD was found
lower than that in the control subjects (2056/28376 or 0.073 vs 4457/50280
or 0.089, P < 0.001, chi square test, Table 1). For SNPs with minor allele
frequency (MAF) >0.01 in the 1KGP (numbers 12,200,686), the matches
were only 108/28376 or 0.0038 for DNM in ASD versus 354/50280 or 0.0070
for DNM in controls (P < 0.001, chi square test). Also in the case of ASD,
the fraction of all SNPs matched with DNMs was 2.8 times that of higher
MAF (>0.01) SNPs matched with DNMs (0.000025 vs 0.0000089, P < 0.01),
whereas in the case of controls, the fraction of all SNPs matched with DNMs
was only 1.9 times that of higher MAF (>0.01) SNPs matched with DNMs
(0.000055 vs 0.000029, P < 0.01, Table 1), indicating again that DNMs in
ASD cases occurred more often in the rare SNP sites. These results show
a preferential depletion of DNMs in positions bearing SNPs, especially for
those bearing the common SNPs (MAF > 0.01), in ASD relative to controls.

We analyzed 81.4 million SNPs in 1KGP representing 2.58% of the total
number of bases in the GRCh37 hg19 genome (3.156 billion). If most sites in
the genome are neutral and can accommodate mutations equally, one would
expect ∼2.58% of DNMs to overlap with SNPs. In fact, the infinite site
model, which is compatible with the neutral framework and widely used to
interpret observed polymorphisms, predicts this percentage to be much lower
since the model means that new mutations should mostly occur at never

http://www.wzgenomics.cn/NPdenovo/
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Table 1: Match of DNMs with common SNPs

ASD cases Controls
Fractions matched DNM SNPs DNM SNPs
All SNPs 0.0725 0.089∗∗∗

All DNMs 0.000025 0.000055
SNPs (MAF > 0.01) 0.0038 0.007∗∗∗

DNMs (MAF > 0.01) 0.0000089∗∗ 0.000029∗∗

∗∗∗, P < 0.001, ASD cases vs controls, chi squared test; ∗∗, P < 0.01, All SNPs vs
SNPs with MAF > 0.01.

before mutated sites. However, the observed percentage in normal subjects,
8.9% (Table 1), was 3.45 fold higher than the expected value, which was
likely an underestimation. This could be accounted for only if just 29% of
the genome can freely accommodate mutations.

There were 12.2 million SNPs with MAF > 0.01 in 1KGP representing
0.39% of the genome. The observed percentage of DNMs matching SNPs
with MAF > 0.01 in normal subjects was 0.7% in normal subjects and
0.38% in ASD cases. So, the percentage in normal subjects was 1.81 fold
higher than expected while the percentage in ASD cases was similar to or
slightly lower than the expected value. These observations show that DNMs
in normal subjects did not, whereas DNMs in ASD cases did to some extent,
conform to inferences by the infinite site model and the neutral theory. So,
most parts of the genome (71%) may not freely tolerate mutations that
can survive as DNMs in healthy individuals. If de novo mutations do occur
mostly on new sites as predicted by the infinite site model, they would
produce a pattern similar to that in the ASD cases but unlike that in the
normal subjects, and hence be associated with diseases.

There are hyper-mutable regions in the genome and CpG sites are known
to have higher mutation rates [41]. Such regions would be more tolerable
to mutations or under less functional constraint and hence expected to be
enriched with SNPs. If DNMs in ASD tend to cluster in functionally con-
strained sites, they should overlap less with those SNP sites bearing C or G.
We therefore examined among all the DNMs matched with SNP sites the
fraction of DNMs that have reference allele being C, G, A, or T nucleotide
(Figure 1). The results showed that the fraction of DNMs that had C or G
but not A or T reference alleles was significantly higher in controls than in
ASD cases, indicating less enrichment of DNMs in ASD cases in hyper mu-
table sites. Also, hypermutability did explain a part of the match of DNMs
with SNPs as reference alleles carrying C or G had higher fractions of match
with SNP sites than those carrying A or T (Figure 1). The enrichment of
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Figure 1: Fraction of DNMs with reference allele being C, G, A, or T nu-
cleotide among all DNMs matched with SNP sites in 1KGP. ***, P < 0.001,
chi-squared test, 2 tailed. The fractions of C or G were all significantly higher
than that of A or T with P value shown for only some comparisons due to
space constraints.

DNMs in hypermutable regions further confirm that the non constrained
regions in the genome may be much smaller than that expected from the
inference based on the neutral framework.

2.2. DNMs in ASD were AT deficient but conformed to parity
rules

The human genome shows unexplained AT-bias in base compositions
(∼58%). However, the overall AT content in DNMs in ASD cases showed
less AT than controls (16017/28376 or 56.4% in ASD vs 28754/50281 or
57.2% AT in controls, P < 0.05). To study AT content variation of DNMs
among individuals, we examined 290 normal and 429 ASD individuals with
30-100 DNMs per individual. Among 429 ASD samples studied (Table 2),
7 (1.6%) showed AT bias (defined as higher than 58% AT, P < 0.05) and
28 (6.5%) showed GC bias (defined as higher than 42% GC, P < 0.05). In
comparison, among 290 controls studied, two (0.69%) showed AT bias and
12 (4.1%) showed GC bias (P < 0.05). The incidence of GC bias in ASD
was higher than that in controls (P < 0.05, chi squared test). The results
showed that DNMs in ASD were significantly different from those in normal
subject in being AT deficient.
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Table 2: AT contents analyses

AT % AT bias % GC bias %
ASD 56.4 1.6 6.5
Controls 57.2 0.69 4.1
P value <0.05 >0.05 <0.05

DNMs are thought to occur randomly and expected to follow the 1:1
ratio of pyrimidines and purines (Chargaff’s Parity Rule 1 and 2). Random
mutation process predicts that parity should hold for bases either targeted
for (reference alleles) or resulting from mutations (alternative alleles). We
confirmed this in our survey of 50281 DNMs in normal individuals as re-
ported in the literature (25016 TC vs 25265 AG for reference alleles, and
25140 TC vs 25141 AG for alternative alleles). This pattern also held simi-
larly in 28376 DNMs in ASD (14167 TC vs 14209 AG for reference alleles,
and 14308 TC vs 14068 AG for alternative alleles). Therefore, one expects
that mutations causing parity violations would qualify as non-random, in
the same sense as a biased coin toss. We examined 290 normal and 429 ASD
individuals with 30–100 DNMs per individual and found 4.8% (14/290) and
4.2% (18/429) with parity violations (P < 0.05), respectively. However, none
of these were significant after adjustment for multiple testing. The rate of
∼ 5% parity violations in the general population or ASD cases was consis-
tent with the random chance of a nonrandom event as defined by P < 0.05.
The results indicated that DNMs in ASD did not differ in conforming to
parity rules from those in control subjects.

Of 18 ASD samples with parity violations, none showed AT bias and
4 showed GC bias (GC bias as defined by significantly greater than 42%,
P < 0.05). Of 14 normal samples with parity violations, none showed AT
bias and one showed GC bias. Thus, of 32 samples with parity violations
among 719 samples examined (290 normal and 429 ASD), none showed both
parity violation and AT bias (incidence rate < 1/719 or 0.0014). Given the
observed random rate of violating the parity rule and the AT bias pattern
being 0.0445 and 0.0125, respectively, one would expect the random rate
of violating both parity and AT bias pattern to be 0.00056, too low to be
observed with the sample size studied here (719).

3. Discussion

To better understand the genetics of ASD and the issue of neutral DNAs,
we studied the genomic patterns of DNMs in ASD and normal subjects. Our
results showed that relative to controls DNMs in ASD were more enriched
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in the conserved and less mutable regions of the genome that are deficient in
common SNPs, which is consistent with previous findings of ASD probands
carrying more DNMs with deleterious effects [16]. This suggests that the
conserved regions of the genome are under natural selection.

The neutral model explains the extremely low genetic diversity of hu-
mans, in particular non-Africans, by postulating bottlenecks in the past.
This implies that the genetic diversity of non-Africans today would be much
higher or similar to Africans if there was not bottleneck in the past. It also
means that with more time to evolve the genetic diversity of non-Africans
would be much greater in the future than it is now today. Based on the
inference of 90% non-constrained genome under the neutral framework [31],
one would expect most of the regions that are devoid of SNPs, which is
greater than 90% based on the 1KGP data, to be free from natural selec-
tion. Under such inference, one would not necessarily expect the locations
of most DNMs in ASD to be different from those in control subjects. In par-
ticular, the infinite site assumption of the neutral model is a prerequisite for
most studies in the population genetics field and predicts that most DNMs
should occur at new sites (have not had mutations before) and hence not
to be enriched in SNP sites [42]. In contrast to the inference of only 10%
functional human genome based on the neutral theory [31], the maximum
genetic diversity (MGD) hypothesis postulates that nearly all DNAs in hu-
mans are functional [43, 44]. As mutations in functional DNAs are likely
to be deleterious, the fraction of deleterious mutations among all new mu-
tations would be similar to the fraction of the genome that is functional.
Hence, the MGD theory predicts that most mutations and SNPs are delete-
rious, whereas the inference based on the neutral theory predicts only 10%
of all new mutations to be deleterious. The MGD theory further postulates
that genetic diversity must have an optimum upper limit and that genetic
diversity in humans has reached saturation today. Therefore, the MGD hy-
pothesis predicts that DNMs should be more enriched in positions bearing
SNPs and that recurrent mutations should be common.

Our results here indicate that 71% of the genome may not be free to incur
de novo mutations, which is much greater than the fraction of the genome
(∼10%) that is estimated to be functional by the neutral theory [31]. The
results therefore invalidate the neutral model and its infinite site assump-
tion and support the MGD hypothesis. That SNP sites were preferentially
hit by DNMs was consistent with the finding of saturated or maximum ge-
netic diversity as observed in present day human populations [45]. Sharing
of common SNPs between different populations appear to be due to recur-
rent mutations rather than common ancestry. The neutral null hypothesis
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has been mostly tested previously by computational approaches based on
uncertain assumptions that take certain sequences to be neutral for granted
(repeats, viral sequences, and non-conserved regions) [31]. Recent empirical
studies comparing genetic diversities of patient and control populations have
all contradicted the neutral model [25, 27, 28, 30]. The results here provide
additional empirical evidence not favoring the neutral hypothesis. The rapid
advances in genomics in recent decades have made it practically possible for
the first time to empirically test most of the uncertain assumptions in the
field of population genetics and molecular evolution, and we expect more
experimental tests to be performed in the near future. Reestablishing more
realistic and certain assumptions will be key for the field to produce realistic
conclusions that can actually find support from findings in other fields.

Because the collective effect of SNPs in numerous complex traits and
diseases [25, 27, 28, 30, 46], even common SNPs are also mostly not neutral
and only more neutral relative to the more conserved regions of the genome.
Such observations therefore would further substantially reduce the fraction
of neutral sites in the human genome.

Base mutations appear to have a bias in the direction of A:T and newly
emerged low-frequency SNP alleles are typically A:T rich [47, 48]. Interest-
ingly, derived species appear to show more AT bias than ancestral species,
and the direction of evolution appears to be going towards higher AT con-
tent [38]. Our observation here of less AT content in DNMs of ASD indicates
that AT content in DNMs of ASD was abnormal and against the trend of
evolution. This may be related to the enigma of how AT content stays at
a certain biased level not expected from random chance. Negative selection
due to diseases such ASD may prevent AT content from increasing without
limit. Our results is consistent with a previous study showing that ASD
genes are AT rich [49]. Thus, if mutations occurred in these AT rich ASD
genes, there would be a high probability of mutating non-AT sites, leading
to DNMs in these genes to be less rich AT.

Parity rules appear to apply in DNMs in both ASD and control subjects.
Individuals with parity violations or AT bias exist in frequencies expected
by random chance (∼0.5%) in both ASD and controls. This confirms that
DNMs occur mostly in a random fashion and obey probability rules. The
event of both parity violation and AT bias in DNMs in an individual appears
to be rare and future larger sample size studies are required to reveal whether
such event may occur in reality.

4. Materials and methods

DNMs data from ASD and normal subjects were downloaded from NPde-
novo database (http://www.wzgenomics.cn/NPdenovo/) [39]. These DNMs
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were all found by whole genome sequencing analyses. For SNPs, we down-
loaded vcf files of the 1KGP phase 3 dataset [40]. We used MAF data in the
vcf file based on all ∼2500 individuals in the 1KGP.

Data manipulations were done using custom scripts. Standard statistics
methods were used including chi squared test (2 tailed) and Bonferroni cor-
rection for multiple testing and the statistics software Graphpad Prism6 was
used for these analyses.
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